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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 A switching DC-DC converter is proposed that uses a Sigma-Delta Modulator 

(SDM) in place of the usual Pulse Width Modulator (PWM). One type of control method, 

voltage mode control used for switching regulators involves sensing the output voltage to 

servo the loop to regulate the output. Voltage mode control has inherently bad line 

response which is the ability to filter out changes on the input so they don’t reach the 

output. The typical method to improve this response can put more noise on the output 

when a steady state ripple is present. The proposed architecture provides an advantage 

over a PWM based converter in that it does not put as much harmonics in the low 

frequency range when steady state ripple is present on the input. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

 A stable direct current (DC) power supply is needed in almost every electronic 

device, from cellular phones to test equipment.  This DC supply is usually derived from 

an AC (Alternating Current) source, such as the 120V coming from a wall plug, or from 

batteries, such as the case with portable devices.   The AC source is first rectified and 

filtered and then is passed to the DC-DC converter where the voltage is either stepped up 

or stepped down, depending on the application.  In the ideal case one would like to have 

the DC-DC operation one hundred percent efficient, but this is never the case in practice.  

There are two main types of DC-DC converters, the linear regulator and the switching 

regulator.   The linear regulator only allows a DC voltage to be stepped down, or 

decreased.  A simple block diagram for a linear regulator is shown below. 

Vref

Load

+

_

Vout

Vline

Vref

Load

+

_

Vout

Vline

 

Fig. 1.1: Linear Regulator 
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As seen in the figure a linear regulator uses a variable resistance in a feedback loop to 

control the voltage at Vout. The biggest disadvantage of the linear regulator is that the 

current needed by the load passes through the variable resistance for all time while the 

circuit is on; this means the linear regulator suffers from low efficiency.  The efficiency 

of the linear regulator decreases as the difference between Vin and Vout increases. The 

low efficiency of the linear regulator is why the switching regulator is dominant for high 

power applications, and is becoming more popular for low power mobile applications.   A 

block diagram for a common switching regulator is shown in Fig. 1.2. This configuration 

is called a voltage mode control buck regulator for the fact that it is used to lower the 

voltage at the output. The term voltage mode control comes from the fact that the control 

signal, Vctl is derived from the output voltage only.  

Ramp Generator
Vline

Vref

Vout
LSW1

SW2

A1
Vctl

Zf

Za

C

Ramp Generator
Vline

Vref

Vout
LSW1

SW2

A1
Vctl

Zf

Za

C

 

Fig. 1.2: Buck Regulator 

 

A switching regulator takes advantage of the fact that an inductor can store energy, which 

means that the current required by the load does not pass through the switches 
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continuously which results in improved efficiency. The term switching comes from the 

fact that the switching regulator does not use a linear operation; it switches between 

different states to achieve regulation. Most regulators today use Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM) to control the switches in the power stage.  As mentioned before, voltage mode 

control senses the voltage on the output to achieve regulation, but this method has an 

inherent disadvantage in that its line response is slow. The line response defines the 

coupling between the voltage input and the voltage output and ideally one wants no 

output change when the input changes [1].  The most common way to improve line 

response in voltage mode control is to use a technique called voltage feed forward (VFF). 

VFF takes the change on the input voltage, inverts it, and changes the PWM waveform to 

compensate.  This compensation technique used with PWM converters is effective for 

improving transient response, but it does have some drawbacks. A Sigma-Delta 

Modulator (SDM) can be used as a replacement for PWM in DC-DC converters which 

give some interesting benefits such as, noise shaping, better switching loss efficiency, 

and improved line response by VFF without added harmonics. 

1.2 Organization of the Thesis 

 The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses voltage 

mode PWM and introduces VF, Chapter 3 discusses Sigma-Delta Modulation, first order 

and second order, Chapter 4 introduces the proposed architecture and high level 

simulation, Chapter 5 steps through the circuit blocks of the proposed architecture and 

their design, Simulation results are shown in Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 is the conclusion 

with future work.   
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CHAPTER 2  

BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

2.1 PWM Modulation 

The basic operation for a buck regulator is described as follows: SW1 is closed, 

providing current to inductor L and charging up C while SW2 is open.  If we neglect the 

losses from SW1 and the inductor we represent the first phase of the switching operation 

as the following equation, which solves for the current rise through the inductor. 

  
  

 1
in out

phase on
V VI T

L
−

Δ = ×Δ  (2.1) 

 
The ΔT is called the on time which is the time that SW1 is closed or conducting.  The 

first phase is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1.  

 

Fig. 2.1: Phase 1 of Buck Regulator Switch Cycle 

 

Then after a time SW1 is opened and SW2 is closed, since the current through the 

inductor cannot be interrupted instantaneously the inductor releases its stored energy by 
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keeping a decreasing current flowing through the path created by SW2.  This can be 

shown quantitatively as 

  

 2
out

phase off
VI T

L
Δ = ×Δ  (2.2) 

 
The ΔT in the above equation represents the off time of SW1, when SW2 is conducting 

and providing a path for the inductor current.  The second phase is shown schematically 

in Fig. 2.2. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2: Phase 2 of Buck Regulator Switch Cycle 

 

Since it is assumed that the circuit is operating in a steady state, i.e. no load variation, the 

two equations for phase 1 and phase 2 are equated to solve for Vout to yield. 

  

 in out out
on off

V V VT T
L L
−

×Δ = ×Δ  (2.3) 

 
Canceling L and rearranging terms gives 

  

 on
out in

on off

TV V
T T

⎛ ⎞Δ
= ×⎜⎜ Δ + Δ⎝ ⎠

⎟⎟  (2.4) 
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The term on the far right side of the equation above, on

on off

T
T T
Δ

Δ +Δ  is called the duty cycle 

and is given the symbol D.  From equation (2.5) it can be seen clearly that the output 

voltage depends on the input voltage and the duty cycle of the pulse waveform driving 

the switches. 

  
 out inV V D= ×  (2.5) 
 
This dependence of Vout on Vin causes problems when disturbances appear on the input, 

Vin. This change is called the line response of the converter. Ideally we do not want any 

changes on the output, but with voltage mode control the reality is that there is a change 

on the output when the input voltage fluctuates.  The control loop does react to the output 

change due to the input, but the reaction is delayed because the change at the input has to 

propagate through the output filter before it is sensed at the output.  This input to output 

coupling is an inherent disadvantage to using voltage mode control, but there are ways to 

reduce the coupling. 

 The circuit shown in Fig. 1.2 and described above utilizes pulse width modulation 

(PWM) to provide the switching to the output switches.  A PWM waveform can be 

generated by using a voltage comparator to compare a triangle wave or ramp signal.  This 

is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Ts

Vctl

Ton

Vin

Vramp

Ts

Vctl

Ton

Vin

Vramp

 

Fig. 2.3: PWM Generation by comparison 

 

The ramp waveform is modulated by the value of the DC level. A higher level results in a 

longer Ton time and a lower level results in a shorter Ton time. This is how the voltage 

regulation is performed in the buck regulator, if Vout, from Fig. 1.2, goes below Vref the 

Amplifier A1 increases the DC level voltage to the comparator and a longer Ton time 

results. This longer on time of SW1 results in a higher voltage at the load. The PWM 

waveform is low pass filtered by the inductor and capacitor and the average value of the 

PWM waveform results at the output.  The usual method for improving line response in 

voltage mode converters involves changing the slope of the ramp in the triangle 

waveform.  First, the circuit that generates the PWM signal needs to be introduced. This 

is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
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C

+
-

Vin

Vline

TsR

clock

PWM signal

ΔV
I

C

+
-

Vin

Vline

TsR

clock

PWM signal

ΔVΔV
I

 

Fig. 2.4: PWM Generator with Feed Forward 

The ramp is created at point r by passing a constant current I through a capacitor. At the 

switching period Ts, the mosfet M1 is turned on to reset the voltage on the capacitor to 

zero.  This process is repeated every period and a ramp triangle waveform is the result.  

The most common method to improve line response in voltage mode converters is called 

voltage feed forward. In VFF the duty cycle is changed opposite of the Vline voltage. For 

example, if the Vline voltage is increased the duty cycle is decreased and if the Vline 

voltage decreases the duty cycle is increased.  It was mentioned before that the most 

common way to do the duty cycle change is to change the slope of the ramp.  Sourcing a 

constant current through a discharged capacitor is a good way to generate a ramp signal.  

The equation for the current through a capacitor is given as 

  

 dVI C
dT

= ×  (2.6) 
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Looking at Fig. 2.4 and assuming the initial capacitor voltage is zero, it can be 

determined that the current I is equal to: 

  

 lineVI
R

=  (2.7) 

 
Now substitution and rearranging gives the following for the slope of the ramp. 

  

 lineVdV
dT R C

=
×

 (2.8) 

 
Finally, from equation (2.8) it can be seen how the slope of the ramp signal can be 

changed by a change on Vline. As stated before changing the slope of the ramp is a 

common method to compensate for changes on Vline. This method is effective for 

improving line transient response, but if there is a steady state ripple on Vline the output of 

the half-bridge can contain harmonics of the input ripple.  This is due to the fact that the 

PWM generation is a non-linear modulation process.  The equation for the naturally 

sampled PWM output spectrum is given as [2]. 

  

 

0

1

1 1

sin( ) ( )( ) cos( ) sin( 2 )
2

( ) sin( 2 )
2

ct
s c

m

n
c s

m n

m J m MMF t k t m t m k
m m

J m M nm t n t m k
m

ω πω ω
π π

π πω ω π
π

∞

=

∞ ±∞

= =±

π⎡ ⎤= + + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

− + − −

∑

∑∑
 (2.9) 

 
   The double summation on the right hand side of equation (2.9) is the inter-modulation 

effects of the input signal ωs and the carrier signal ωc. In this case the input signal is the 

changing ramp and the carrier is the triangle wave.  This can be seen with a simple 

simulation using Matlab© Simulink [3]. The simulation models a PWM generator with a 
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variable slope that is being changed by a sinusoidal signal. This models a change in the 

supply voltage of the regulator. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

 

Fig. 2.5: PWM Model 

 

The sum block, gain block, and saturation block represent the comparator that compares 

the triangle wave to the Vctl signal that is a constant value in this simulation. The Vin 

value is a sine wave with amplitude of .1 V, bias of 2.5 V, and a frequency of 2 KHz. The 

triangle wave generator block generates the PWM signal and is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

1
ramp

Pulse
Generator

1
s

Integrator

1/500e3

1/R

1/10e-12

1/C

1
Vline

 

Fig. 2.6: Triangle Wave Generator 
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The triangle wave generator uses an integrator with reset to generate the ramp. The 

equation that represents its operation is 

 1 VlineVramp dt
C R

= ∫  (2.10) 

For the simulation R is equal to 500k Ohms, C is equal to 10 pF, and the reset happens at 

1 µs. These represent values that could be found in a typical implementation. A 

simulation was run with the Simulink model to show the harmonics that are produced by 

the PWM generator when the slope of the ramp is changed. The voltage output from the 

simulation is used to calculate the power spectral density and this result is shown in Fig. 

2.7. 

102 103 104 105 106 107

-200

-150

-100

-50

0

Hz

dB

 

Fig. 2.7: PSD Plot of PWM Half-Bridge Output 

 

It can be seen that the 2 KHz signal does appear on the output but harmonics at 6 KHz, 

10 KHz, 14 KHz, 18 KHz, etc. also appear. Ideally we would like no harmonics but due 
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to the modulation the harmonics are present. These harmonics may be a problem for 

some systems. 

2.2 Sigma Delta Modulation 

 Sigma-delta modulation (DSM) is a very popular method to convert an analog 

signal to a digital signal.  The method is derived from delta modulation where the 

difference between samples is encoded into binary symbols [4]. The block diagram for a 

delta modulator is shown in Fig. 2.8. 

+ -

∫

clk

x(t) e(t)

m(t)

y(t)+ -+ -

∫

clk

x(t) e(t)

m(t)

y(t)

 

Fig. 2.8: Delta Modulator 

 

In order to see the operation of the delta modulator it is reasonable to model it as a linear 

system.  Using the Z-domain the linear modulator is shown in Fig. 2.9. 
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Q(z)

+ -
X(z) E(z)

M(z)

Y(z)++

1
1
−Z

Q(z)

+ -+ -
X(z) E(z)

M(z)

Y(z)++

1
1
−Z  

Fig. 2.9: Delta Modulator Linear Model 

For the linear model the quantizer has been replaced with a sum block that adds in q(t) to 

the signal. The signal q(t) represents the quantization error due to the binary quantizer. 

The equation for the output of the Delta Modulator can be found to be. 

  (2.11) 1( ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 )Y Z X Z Z Q Z Z−= ∗ − + ∗ − 1−

 
This shows that the output contains both the differenced input and the differenced output 

plus quantization noise. Unfortunately the input and the quantization noise are both 

shifted higher in frequency making it difficult to exclude the noise from the input signal. 

In order to recover the input signal the output of the delta modulator is integrated and 

then low pass filtered. SDM can be derived from delta modulation by placing an 

integrator in front of the delta modulator. This is shown in Fig. 2.10. 
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+ -x(t)
e(t)

m(t)

y(t)++

q(t)

1
1
−Z

1
1
−Z

+ -+ -x(t)
e(t)

m(t)

y(t)++

q(t)

1
1
−Z

1
1
−Z

 

Fig. 2.10: Integrator Plus Delta Modulator 

 

Using a linear transformation the two integrators can be turned into one integrator placed 

after the delta block. This is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

 

Fig. 2.11: Sigma-Delta Modulator 

 
 
 
The architecture in Fig. 2.11 is the Sigma-Delta modulator. Many places in the literature 

term this structure a Delta-Sigma but the term Sigma-Delta comes from the structure in 

Fig. 2.10 since the integrator, sigma, is before the delta modulator [5]. 
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 It is important to see what the SDM gains over the Delta Modulator, and this is 

accomplished by looking at the linear model. This is shown below in Fig. 2.12. 

 

Fig. 2.12: Sigma-Delta Linear Model 

 

Again, assuming that Q(Z) is the quantization noise the output transfer function can be 

calculated for both the input X(Z) and the quantization noise Q(Z). The transfer function 

for Y(Z)/X(Z) is: 

 1( )
( )

Y Z Z
X Z

−=  (2.12) 

The transfer function for Y(z)/Q(z) is: 

 1( ) 1
( )

Y Z Z
Q Z

−= −  (2.13) 

 
It can be seen in equation (2.12) that the input is delayed by one sample and equation 

(2.13) shows that the quantization noise is differenced, or pushed to higher frequencies. 

This is the big advantage over delta modulation, the input signal can be recovered by 

passing the output signal through a properly chosen low pass filter. It was mentioned 

before that Q(Z) in Fig. 2.12 is the quantization noise from the binary quantizer. This 

noise is produced because the binary quantizer represents the input with only two levels. 
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In most cases this noise is considered white and therefore present at all frequencies [5]. If 

the input to the quantizer, M(Z) is varying rapidly Q(Z) can be considered a random 

number uniformly distributed between the upper quantization level and the lower 

quantization level. If the quantizer interval is Δ the noise power of the quantization noise 

is found as 

 ( )
/2 2

2 2

0

1
/ 2 12

x x dxσ
Δ Δ

=
Δ ∫ =  (2.14) 

 
The quantization noise power is independent of the sampling frequency fs which is the 

rate at which the quantizer is clocked. The power spectral density N(f) is shown to be: 

 
2

( )
12 s

N f
f

Δ
=  (2.15) 

 
Equation (2.15) shows that the spectral density of the quantization noise is white and all 

power lies within –fs/2 and +fs/2. Most analog-to-digital converters are limited by the 

quantization noise that is within –fs/2 and +fs/2 and for very high sample rates it can be 

difficult to realize circuitry to perform the conversion.  The SDM uses what is called 

oversampling to decrease the quantization noise in the band of interest. Since the noise 

spectral density depends on the sampling frequency fs the spectral density can be spread 

out by increasing the sampling frequency. This spreading out of the spectral density 

results in lower in band noise. This can be seen graphically in Fig. 2.13. 
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Fig. 2.13: Noise Power Spectral Density 

 

If fs2 is higher than fs1 it is obvious from Fig. 2.13 that the noise per hertz is lower for 

N2(f) than for N1(f). If equation (2.12) and equation (2.13) are combined the output 

equation for a first order SDM modulator is given as 

  (2.16) 1( ) ( ) ( )(1 )Y z X z Z Q z Z−= + − 1−

where the first order comes from the fact that there is only one integrator in the system. 

The second term in equation (2.16) has a high pass characteristic and this provides what 

is called noise shaping.  Fig. 2.14 shows the frequency response of the 1-Z-1 term overlaid 

on the quantization noise. 
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-fs2/2 fs2/2-fs1/2 fs1/2
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Fig. 2.14: Noise Transfer Function Response 

 

It is evident from Fig. 2.14 that if the band of interest is from 0 to fs1/2 the noise is 

reduced in that frequency range due to the shaping of the 1-Z-1 term.  The order of the 

SDM can be increased by adding more integrators to the loop. As an example, an 

architecture for a second order SDM is shown in Fig. 2.15. 

+ - ∫

clk

x(t) y(t)+ - ∫+ -+ - ∫∫

clkclk

x(t) y(t)+ -+ - ∫∫

 

Fig. 2.15: Second Order Sigma-Delta 

 

The linear model for the second order SDM is shown in Fig. 2.16. 
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Fig. 2.16: Second Order Sigma-Delta Linear Model 

 

The output equation for the second order SDM, linear model is shown as 

  (2.17) 1( ) ( ) ( )(1 )Y Z X Z Z Q Z Z−= + − 1 2−

It is easily seen that the second term in equation (2.17) is to the second power, hence a 

second order SDM. The second order SDM shows improved noise shaping compared to 

the first order and this is shown in Fig. 2.17.  

 

Fig. 2.17: First Order and Second Order NTF Response 

 

Fig. 2.17 shows that the second order SDM reduces the in band noise lower than the first 

order. It is possible to have very high orders in SDM architectures that result in very low 
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in band noise but as the order goes beyond three, careful attention must be paid in order 

to keep the loop stable. Since a SDM is a feedback system, loop stability is a concern. 

There is difficulty in analyzing stability of a SDM because the quantizer is a nonlinear 

element, but there are rules that can reduce stability problems [6]. One way to reduce 

stability issues is to make sure that the quantizer does not overload. Quantizer 

overloading happens when the input swings beyond the limits of the quantizer output and 

the quantization error becomes very large. This nonlinearity can set up what is called 

limit cycles and the output sequence no longer matches the input. The proposed 

architecture is a second order system and the voltage swings should never overload the 

quantizer so stability is not an issue for this work. 

The models that have been shown previously, such as Fig. 2.16, show the output 

of the quantizer being fed directly back to the sum blocks. This is fine for a simple linear 

analysis but an SDM contains a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in the feedback path.  

For this discussion the architecture uses a one-bit quantizer so the feedback uses a one-bit 

DAC.  This configuration can be seen in Fig. 2.18. 

 

Fig. 2.18: Second Order Sigma Delta with 1-bit DAC 
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The 1-bit DAC converts the binary levels of y(t) into the analog reference range that is 

fed back to the sum blocks. In an architecture using a binary quantizer a comparator is 

used to switch in the +vref and –vref signals. The circuit details will be talked about in 

chapter 4. There are SDM architectures that use multi-level quantizers which require a 

multi-level DAC. These multi-level converters allow greater noise shaping for less 

oversampling ratio because of the extra number of bits, but the linearity of the feedback 

DAC is extremely critical. In order to see the issue with the feedback DAC a linear model 

is shown in Fig. 2.19. 

 

Fig. 2.19: Second Order Linear Model including DAC 

 

Fig. 2.16 is similar to Fig. 2.19 but a sum block has been added to the model to represent 

the error, D(Z), that is introduced from the DAC. This could represent a multi-bit DAC or 

a one-bit DAC but normally errors are not an issue in the one-bit case. The equation for 

the linear model is as follows. 

 1 1 2( ) ( ) ( )(1 ) ( )Y Z X Z Z Q Z Z D Z Z 1− −= + − − −  (2.18) 
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Equation (2.18) shows that the DAC error, D(Z), is passed to the output of the SDM. This 

poses a problem when trying to recover the input signal from the output stream since the 

noise could be in the same band. This property of the SDM architecture can be used as an 

advantage in a SDM based DC-DC converter.  If a signal D(Z) is artificially injected into 

the feedback DAC it will appear inverted at the output of the SDM. 

 Fig. 2.19 above has a non-delaying integrator and a delaying integrator, but some 

cases call for using two delaying integrators. The non-delaying integrator needs a much 

faster slew rate and settling time to make sure the output is stable for the second 

integrator, which means the integrators will need to consume more power. One way to 

alleviate this problem is to use two delaying integrators.  This is shown in Fig. 2.20.  

 

Fig. 2.20: Second Order Sigma-Delta with Gain Coefficients 

 

The output equation for the figure above is as follows [7]: 

 
2 1

1

( ) ( )(1 )( )
1 (2 ) (1 )

X Z Z Q Z ZY Z
2

2Z Z
αβ
β β αβ

− −

− −

+ −
=

− − + − +
 (2.19) 

If α is chosen to be 0.5 and β is chosen to be 2 the output equation becomes: 

  (2.20) 2( ) ( ) ( )(1 )Y Z X Z Z Q Z Z−= + − 1 2−
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Equation (2.20) is the optimum choice for the transfer function, but the penalty of the 

delaying integrators shows up as a two sample delay of the input X(Z). 
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CHAPTER 3  

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 A Sigma-Delta Based DC-DC Converter with Ripple Cancellation 

 It was shown in chapter 2 that errors in the feedback DAC pass inverted to the 

output of the SDM. It is possible to artificially create errors in the feedback DAC that 

will appear at the output of the SDM [8]. If an SDM is used in the place of PWM in a 

buck regulator a system is created that is able to feed forward and cancel supply ripple 

that is injected in the supply. Unlike the PWM case with feed forward cancel, the SDM 

feed forward does not cause harmonics of the input ripple to be on the output. This can be 

advantageous for systems that contain ripple on the input supply of the regulator. The 

proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Proposed Architecture Block Diagram 
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The architecture uses a second order sigma delta in a voltage mode control loop. The 

DAC can be seen in the enclosed box in Fig. 3.1. The input supply Vline is switched in 

with S1 when the SDM output is high and ground is switched in with S2 when the output 

is low. This results in the error on Vline being inserted into the SDM loop. The output of 

the SDM drives a buffer which drives the gates of the half-bridge which drives the input 

of the output filter. The voltage from the output filter is fed back and compared to a 

reference voltage using the error amplifier (EA in the figure) that closes the loop to 

provide regulation. The components Zf and Za are implemented off chip. The Vline 

feedback is proposed in [8] but without the closed loop implementation with the error 

amplifier. The linear model for the SDM including the power switches is shown in Fig. 

3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2: Linear Model with Power Switches 

 

The input ripple D(Z) is inserted by the power switches but looking at the linear model 

output equation we can see that the effect of D(Z) is reduced by the D(Z) that is inserted 

into the SDM loop by the DAC. Equation (3.1) represents the model shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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  (3.1) 2 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )(1 ) ( ) ( )Y Z X Z Z Q Z Z D Z Z D Z− − −= + − − +

Equation (3.1) shows that D(Z) is added to a two sample delayed, inverted version of 

itself. Obviously, as the sample time is reduced the total D(Z) term gets smaller. 

 The second order SDM could be implemented as a discrete time or a continuous 

time circuit. Continuous time SDM has the advantages of being fast, lower power, and 

does not have sampled capacitor noise like in discrete time SDM, but Continuous time 

integrators can be very difficult to design over full process and temperature [9]. For the 

proposed architecture a discrete time implementation was chosen. The proposed 

architecture in Fig. 3.1 uses two delaying integrators as explained in chapter 2.   

 The SDM of Fig. 3.1 was implemented in Simulink© to test the proposed 

architecture. This model is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

 

Fig. 3.3: Simulink Model of Proposed Architecture 
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The model above implements the second order SDM with the half-bridge and the output 

filter. The input voltage, Vline, goes to the top port of the DAC switch. The integrators are 

implemented as sum blocks with a delay in the forward path giving a delaying integrator. 

To show the property of the DAC error being passed to the output of the SDM a 

simulation was performed showing the output from the filter with the Vline voltage going 

to the top port of the DAC. The input ripple is a sinusoid with 100mV amplitude and a 

frequency of 2 KHz. This result is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

 

Fig. 3.4: Vline Ripple 

 

 The dotted line in Fig. 3.4 is the output when only the DAC ripple is present and the 

solid line is when only the Vline error passing through the half-bridge is present. With 

these overlaid it is easily seen that they would sum to near a steady offset when both 
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sources of ripple are present in the system.  Fig. 3.5 shows the output from the output 

filter when the Vline ripple is connected to the half-bridge and the DAC. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Output with Reduced Ripple 

 
Comparing Fig. 3.4 with Fig. 3.5 shows that the ripple with no feedback is near 100mV 

peak-to-peak while the ripple on the output with cancellation is near 2mV peak-to-peak. 

Ideally we would like to have no ripple at the output but the delay of the Vline signal that 

is fed back into the SDM loop causes the imperfect cancellation. The power spectral 

density (PSD) plot of the half-bridge output when there is no Vline inserted into the SDM 

loop is shown in Fig. 3.6. The half-bridge output is chosen to show the noise shaping of 

the SDM. 
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Fig. 3.6: PSD Plot of Output without Cancellation 

 

This shows that some of the Vline ripple is being passed to the output filter. Next, Fig. 3.7 

shows the half-bridge output when Vline is connected to the DAC. The figure clearly 

shows the power at 2 kHz is reduced and the reduction is more than 40dB. 
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Fig. 3.7: PSD of Output with Cancellation 

These simulations have been performed using ideal integrators and assuming no circuit 

noise. 

3.2 Compensation of Proposed Architecture 

 In order to use the SDM for a proper DC-DC converter a closed loop system is 

needed. An error amplifier is used to compare the voltage from the output filter to a 

reference voltage. This error voltage is used to drive the second order SDM which in turn 

drives the output filter, refer to Fig. 3.1. For a DC-DC converter one would like to have 

very fast load transient response that is stable. The Buck regulator uses an LC filter to 

smooth out the waveform from the modulator, and this second order filter creates a 

double pole that is located at the frequency given by: 

 _
1

out filtf
LC

=  (3.2) 
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 This double pole causes a 180 degree phase shift in the frequency response that can 

create instability in the regulator loop. As an example a plot using an inductor of 4µH and 

a capacitor of 25µF is shown in Fig. 3.8. The effective series resistance (ESR) of the 

capacitor is 10mΩ and the direct current resistance (DCR) of the inductor is 10mΩ. 

 

Fig. 3.8: Output Filter Frequency Response 

 
From the plot it is easy to see that the phase nears 180 degrees at the double pole 

frequency of 105 radians per second. If this were put into a closed loop system without 

compensation, instability could easily result from the lack of phase margin and 

component variations. The DCR and the ESR give damping to the second order system, 

which gives more phase margin, but it is important to have a system that is robust against 

changes. There are three main types of compensation used in Buck regulators; Type I, 

Type II, and Type III [10]. Type I is just an integrator that has high gain at low frequency 
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and has a unity gain crossover before the LC double pole. A Type I system is shown in 

Fig. 3.9. 

 

Fig. 3.9: Type I Network 

 
The transfer function for the Type I system is given as: 

 1Vout
Vin sRC

= −  (3.3) 

The Type I compensation is only useful for systems that do not need a fast transient 

response since the bandwidth is less then the LC double pole frequency. Fig. 3.10 shows 

the frequency response for a Type I system with R equal to 100kΩ and C equal to 1nF. 

The phase response is a flat 90 degrees for the Type I compensation. 
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Fig. 3.10: Type I Network Frequency Response 

 
A Type II compensation circuit uses two poles and a zero and is able to provide 

some phase boost near the double pole frequency. The circuit for a Type II system is 

shown in Fig. 3.11.  

 

Fig. 3.11: Type II Network 
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The transfer function for the Type II compensation is shown as 

 2

2 1 1
1 2 1 2 ( 1 2 1 1)

Vout sR C
Vin s R R C C s R C R C

+
= −

+ +
 (3.4) 

The response for the circuit with R1 equal to 2kΩ, R2 equal to 8kΩ, C1 equal to 10nF, 

and C2 equal to 50pF is shown in Fig. 3.12. 

 

Fig. 3.12: Type II Network Frequency Response 

 

The phase plot in the bottom half of Fig. 3.12 shows that the zero gives 90 degrees of 

phase increase that can help compensate for the near 180 degrees of phase decrease from 

the double pole. Also of note is the flat mid-band gain from 104 rad/sec to 106 rad/sec 

which comes from the ratio of R2/R1.  

 A Type II compensation scheme can give bandwidth just beyond the frequency of 

the double pole, but if more bandwidth is needed the Type III compensation scheme can 

be used. Type III gives two zeros and three poles, where the two zeros are usually placed 
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on or near the double pole frequency. The circuit to implement Type III is shown in 

Figure Fig. 3.13. 

 

Fig. 3.13: Type III Network 

 

The transfer function for Type III compensation is: 

 
2

3 2

2 1 3 1( 1 2 2 3) ( )
3 1 1 1 3

1 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 1( 1 2 3 2) ( 1 3) ( )
3 1 1 3

R R Rs R R R R sVout C C C C C

3
R R C R R C R C RVin s R R R C s R R s

C C C C

+ + + + +
= −

+ + + + +
C

 (3.5) 

 

The frequency response of a Type III system is shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.14: Type III Network Frequency Response 

 

The contribution of the two zeros gives about 140 degrees of phase boost to the system. 

Type III compensation is useful when the LC output filter does not have much damping 

and a large bandwidth is needed. Modern day loads require very fast transient responses 

so the Type III compensation is widely used for voltage mode control. For this work a 

Type III network was chosen for the frequency compensation.  The output filter was 

chosen with an L equal to 4uH, DCR of 10mΩ and C equal to 25uH, ESR of 10mΩ. 

These values were chosen to minimize output ripple for a max load current of 1 Amp and 

a switching frequency of 1 MHz. A Matlab© script is used to determine the component 

values for R2, R3, C1, C2, and C3. The value for R1 and the desired bandwidth are what 

the user provides to the script. Normally, calculations for a PWM modulator assume very 

little delay for the PWM block itself. With the SDM in the loop the delay needs to be 

included in the loop response calculations in order to calculate component values for 

proper compensation. The signal delay for the proposed architecture is two sample 
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periods. This is found from the signal transfer function of the second order SDM 

Modulator. 

 2
2

( ) 1
( )

Y Z Z
X Z Z

−= =  (3.6) 

Considering Z=e-sT in the s-domain the signal transfer function becomes. 

 2( )
( )

sTY s e
X s

−=  (3.7) 

This transfer function is used in a Matlab© script to represent the SDM delay. Given the 

component values from above, a loop bandwidth of 30 kHz and assuming an error 

amplifier gain of 80dB the system response is shown in Fig. 3.15. 

 

Fig. 3.15: Closed Loop Frequency Response 

The phase margin is 52 degrees and the gain margin is 16dB for this case. Due to the 

delay of the SDM increasing the bandwidth and keeping the phase margin above 45 

degrees becomes difficult. One obvious remedy of the delay is to increase the clock 
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frequency to the SDM, which has the downside of increased switching losses in the 

output stage. 

 In summary, a DC-DC architecture was proposed that uses a second order SDM 

in place of a PWM block. The SDM will use a distributed feedback architecture [5]. The 

input supply that powers the converter switches is used for the DAC feedback, which 

results in the supply ripple being reduced.   An amplifier is used to compare the DC 

output voltage to a reference and drive the SDM appropriately. The closed loop system is 

compensated by a Type III system to get the best transient response from the system. The 

next chapter introduces the design of the individual blocks needed for the system.   
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CHAPTER 4  

CIRCUIT LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION 

 The proposed architecture was presented in chapter 3. This chapter introduces the 

circuit level design of the blocks needed for the proposed architecture. Design and 

simulations were done for the blocks using the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 

Corporation (TSMC) .25 micron design kit. 

4.1 Switch Capacitor Implementation 

 A switched capacitor architecture was chosen to allow easier integrator amplifier 

design and to make switching in the Vline input noise easier. The amplifier design is made 

easier because the switching speed of the SDM is limited to less than 4MHz. This 

architecture could also be done with a continuous time SDM without affecting the whole 

system. 

4.2 Integrators 

 The integrator is probably the most important part of the SDM, since it defines the 

loop filter of the system. Delaying integrators were chosen to relax the settling time 

requirements for the whole system. A single ended, summing, non-inverting, switch 

capacitor integrator is shown in Fig. 4.1. The operation is as follows [6]: 
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Fig. 4.1: Switched Capacitor Integrator 

 

The charge on the capacitor C1 during phase Ф1 is: 

 1 1 1 1( 1) ( 1c inC V n C V n )− = −

)

 (4.1) 

The charge on the capacitor C2 during phase Ф2 is: 

 2 2 2 2 1 1 2( ) ( 1) ( ( 1) ( 1)C C in inC V n C V n C V n V n= − + − − −  (4.2) 

Dividing by C2 and rearranging gives: 

 1
2 2 1 2

2

( ) ( 1) ( ( 1) ( 1)c c in in
CV n V n V n V n
C

)= − + − − −  (4.3) 

If the z-transform is taken of equation (4.3) and rearranged the result gives: 

 
1

2 1
1

1 2 2

( )
( )( ) 1

c

in in

V z C Z
V V z C Z

−

−=
− −

 (4.4) 

Equation (4.4) shows that the circuit of Fig. 4.1 is a delaying integrator with a gain of 

C1/C2.  

A differential integrator circuit behaves in a similar fashion except that the inputs 

and outputs are differential voltages. A differential circuit gives the benefits of better 
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common mode rejection, double the input swing, and good power supply rejection. A 

differential form of Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.2 [11]. 

 

Fig. 4.2: Fully Differential Switched Capacitor Integrator 

 

The integrator gain for the differential circuit is the same as the single ended circuit and 

does not need to be repeated. The clock phases Ф1 and Ф2 are non-overlapping clocks 

and will be discussed in the clock generator section. 

4.3 Amplifier 

 The amplifier is a PMOS input folded cascade topology. This was chosen because 

of the relatively wide folded cascode input range, relatively wide output range, and ease 

of compensation. The PMOS inputs were chosen because the regulator will most likely 

operate in the lower half of the supply range and the PMOS input stage is ideal for this. 
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The schematic for the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.3. The requirements for the amplifier 

appear in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Folded Cascode Specifications 

Slew Rate 12V/µs with 5pF load 

Min Gain 60dB 

Unity Gain Crossover 20MHz with 5pF load 

Current Budget <150µA 

 

 

Fig. 4.3: Folded Cascode Amplifier 

 

The sizes for the devices, with currents, in the folded cascode are shown in Table 4.2. 

Only two devices are listed with currents, the rest of the drain currents can be deduced 

from the schematic and the values given. 
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Table 4.2: Folded Cascode Amplfier Device Sizes 

Device Width/Length in Microns 

M1, M2 150/1.2 

M3 (60uA) 90/1.2 

M4 (32.5 uA), M5, M6, M7 48/1.2 

M8, M9 19.2/1.2 

M10, M11 90/1.2 
   

The gain equation for the folded cascode is given as 

 [ ] [ ]1 8 8 1 10 6 6 4( || ) ||v m m O O O m O OA g g r r r g r r⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  (4.5) 

Table 4.3 shows the transistor parameters used for calculations. These were obtained 

from simple simulations and were used for rough calculations only. The lambda values 

were obtained from simulations using a length of 1.2 microns which was used for the 

folded cascode amplifier design. Simulations were used for final design adjustment. 

 

Table 4.3: Process Parameters 

PMOS Transconductance (Kp) 5.72e-5 A/V2

PMOS Lambda (λ) .018 

PMOS Threshold (Vt) .6 V 

NMOS Transconductance (Kn) 1.6e-4 A/ V2

NMOS Lambda (λ) .028 

NMOS Threshold (Vt) .49 V 
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Using equation (4.5), Table 4.2, and Table 4.3, the gain for the amplifier can be 

calculated to be greater then 70dB. The slew rate (SR) for the amplifier is calculated as: 

 _ 3 60 12
5

drain m

load

I A VSR
C pF

μ
sμ

= = =  (4.6) 

The unity gain crossover frequency (UGF) for the amplifier is calculated as: 

 
4

1
12

(6.55 10 ) 20
(5 10 )

m

load

gUGF MHz
C

−

−

×
= = ≈

×
 (4.7) 

 

The schematic AC response for the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

 

Fig. 4.4: AC Response of Amplifier 

 

The post layout AC response simulation for the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5: Post Extracted AC Response of Amplifier 

 

The post extracted response shows that the parasitics do not make a large impact on the 

frequency response of the amplifier.  

The settling time of the amplifier is a crucial parameter for switched capacitor 

systems and it is generally required that the amplifier settles within half a clock cycle [6]. 

Since the proposed structure maximum frequency is around 4 MHz the settling time 

needs to be less than 125 ns. In order to find the settling time of the amplifier the 

capacitive loading of the integrators needs to be determined for the proposed system 

during the integration phase. The first integrator has a gain of .5 so 200fF was chosen for 

C1 and 400fF was chosen for C2.  If the requirement for the settling accuracy is .001 the 

number of time constants for settling can be found from [6] 

 /(1 )t
out stepV V e τ−= −  (4.8) 
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For one percent accuracy a time of 7τ is needed. For a time interval of 125ns this gives a 

τ of 18ns. The time constant for a single pole closed loop system is given as: 

 1
UGF

τ
β

=
×

 (4.9) 

 where β is the feedback factor and UGF was defined above. A minimum bound on the 

UGF required of the amplifier is therefore given as 

 UGF β
τ

≥  (4.10) 

The diagram for the first integrator during the integration phase is shown in Fig. 

4.6. The Cref value that is connected to C1 during the integration phase is neglected since 

its value, 4.5pF, is much bigger than C1 and will not significantly affect the bandwidth 

calculations.  

 

Fig. 4.6: Equivalent Circuit for Integration Phase 

 

The feedback factor, β, is calculated as: 
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 1 2

2

C C
C

β +
=  (4.11) 

For the first integrator, C1 equals 200fF and C2 equals 400fF, the feedback factor is 1.5 

and using equation (4.10) gives a minimum UGF of 13.4MHz. To compare this to the 

simulations the open loop capacitive loading of the first integrator needs to be calculated. 

The open loop loading, neglecting parasitics, is just the parallel combination of C1 and C2 

which is: 

 1 2

1 2

(200 )(400 ) 133
(200 400 )openloop

C C fF fFC f
C C fF fF

= = =
+ +

F  (4.12) 

The value of Copenloop is much lower than the 5pF used in the AC response simulations 

which lead to the conclusion that the folded cascode amplifier has adequate bandwidth 

for the first integrator. The second integrator which has values of C1 equal to 400fF and 

C2 equal to 200fF has a β of 3. Using equation (4.10) gives a minimum bandwidth of 27 

MHz. The UGF of the amplifier with a load of 133fF is greater than 80 MHz, so the 

amplifier has adequate bandwidth for the second integrator. 

 The slew rate simulations of the amplifier show that the amplifier has a slew rate 

of around 11.5 V/µs. This plot is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.7: Slew Rate Simulation Plot 

 

The slew rate is less than the design calculations because of the parasitics on the output 

and the error in the current mirrors which result in less current during slewing. Using 

cascaded current mirrors would help decrease the bias error, but the extra complexity was 

not needed for the overall system. Since the actual load on the integrators in the second 

order SDM is less than 5pF the slew rate is more than 12 V/us, which is acceptable for 

this design. 

 The circuit layout is shown in Fig. 4.8. The input differential pair was laid out 

with the common centroid principle, and all devices in the amplifier have the same 

orientation. The cell size is 130 microns by 75 microns. 
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Fig. 4.8: Amplifier Layout 

4.4 Amplifier Bias and Common Mode Control 

 The folded-cascode amplifier described in the previous section needs four biasing 

voltages generated, Vb1, Vb2, Vb3, and Vb4. The node Vb1 controls the main tail current for 

the input pair and the top current sources in the cascode stack. Nodes Vb2 and Vb3 control 

the middle cascode devices and Vb4 controls the bottom current sinks, which is used to 

adjust the output common mode level. Since the amplifier architecture is fully differential 

and the output has a very high resistance, the outputs could float to unknown levels when 

ideally they should both be at the mid-supply point. This can be controlled by sensing the 

common mode voltage at the two amplifier outputs and changing the level on Vb4. First 

the bias circuit for Vb1, Vb2, and Vb3 will be presented then the common mode voltage 

sensing and control will be presented. 
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 The bias circuit used in the proposed architecture uses a wide swing cascode 

circuit to do the biasing. The schematic for the circuit is shown in Fig. 4.9 [12]. 

 

Fig. 4.9: Amplifier Bias Circuit 

The bias circuit uses M3 and M8 to setup Vb2 and Vb3 to setup the biases for devices in 

the cascode stack of the amplifier. The voltage Vb2 biases M6 and M7 of Fig. 4.3, and Vb3 

biases M8 and M9 of Fig. 4.3. The dimensions for the devices are given in Table 4.4. The 

current Ibias is 2µA and is generated in the current generator block which will be 

discussed in the next section. 

Table 4.4: Bias Circuit Device Sizes 

Device (Width/Length) Microns 
M2, M5, M6, M7 3/1.2 

M3 2.5/8 
M9. M10, M11 1.28/1.2 

M8 .64/7 
M0, M1 32/1.2 
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The width to length ratio for device M3 and M8 are made weaker so that Vb2 and Vb3 bias 

the cascade devices of the amplifier, M6 through M9, at the edge of saturation which 

allows more output swing on the amplifier. In an analysis that neglects body effect and 

assumes first order models the ideal ratio for M3 and M8 is ¼ of the other devices. This 

is a good starting point for the design, but since body effect increases the threshold of 

M10 and M7 the ratios need to be less than ¼ of the other devices. These ratios were 

found through many simulations that included process and temperature changes. The 

ratios for all devices except M3 and M8 were sized to give less than 200mV of overdrive 

for the given bias current. If the devices M5, M7, M9, and M11 in the amplifier shown in 

Fig. 4.3 are biased with less than 200mV of overdrive the output swing can be found as: 

  (4.13) 5 7 9 112 2(2.5) 4(.2) 4.2swing DD odm odm odm odmV V V V V V= − − − − = − = V

The output swing is more than the 2.5V supply because of the differential architecture. 

 The circuit layout for the bias circuit is shown in Fig. 4.10. All devices are laid 

out with the same orientation. 
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Fig. 4.10: Amplifier Bias Circuit Layout 

 The common mode feedback circuit that is required for the differential amplifier 

was implemented using a commonly used switched capacitor method. The main reason 

for the choice is its simplicity, wider allowable output swing, and the fact that the SDM is 

a switched capacitor topology. The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 4.11 [12]. The 

Transmission gates labeled TG are standard size for the design and will be mentioned in 

another section. 

 

Fig. 4.11: Common Mode Feedback Circuit 
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The voltage Vcm is the common mode voltage for whole design and is set at mid-supply 

which is 1.25 Volts. The signals p1, /p1, p2, /p1 are non-overlapping clock signals used 

for the whole design and drive the transmission gates. An analysis can be done to provide 

insight into the circuit operation [12]. During the first phase of the circuit when the p1 

switches are conducting, both C1 capacitors have the charge C1(Vcm-Vbias) and C1(Vcm-

Vbias), respectively. Also, during the first phase, both C2 capacitors have the charge 

C2(Voutp –Vb4p1). Notice that the Voltage Vb4 is labeled with the phase p1. The charge 

for phase one is: 

  (4.14) 1 1 2 4 1 2 42 ( ) ( ) ( )p cm bias outp b p outn b pQ C V V C V V C V V= − + − + − 1

)

The charge for the second phase p2 gives the following value for the charge. 

 2 1 2 4 2 4 2( ) ( ) (p outp b p outn b pQ C C V V V V⎡ ⎤= + × − + −⎣ ⎦  (4.15) 

 Conservation of charge dictates that Qp1 and Qp2 must be equal so equating the two 

charges and rearranging gives:  

 1 4 2 2 4 2( ) (
2

outp outn
cm b p bias b p b p

v v
C V V V C V V 4 1) 0

+
− + − + − =  (4.16) 

The left side of equation (4.16) goes to zero if Vb4p2, Vb4p1, (voutp+voutn)/2 and Vbias are all 

equal.  Noting that Vcm and Vbias are fixed voltages and if the output common mode 

voltage (voutp+voutn)/2 goes up Vb4p2 must go up to keep the left side of the equation equal 

to zero.  The signal Vb4 can be used as the bottom bias signal for the folded cascode 

amplifier. This is shown in Fig. 4.12. 
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Fig. 4.12: Amplifier and Common Mode Feedback Circuit 

The values of the capacitors are set at 100fF for C2 and 50fF for C1. These values were 

determined through simulations. The upper limit on C2 depends on how much loading the 

output stage can tolerate, and the size of C1 is usually sized smaller than C2. The size of 

M1 was chosen by using Ibias at 10µA and sizing to have a similar current density to 

device M10 in the amplifier. 
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 The layout of the common mode feedback circuit is shown in Fig. 4.13. Although 

the orientation is not critical for this circuit; symmetry was used in the layout. The cell 

size is 50 microns by 75 microns. 

 

 

Fig. 4.13: Common Mode Feedback Circuit Layout 

 
 

4.5 Quantizer 

 The quantizer in the SDM uses a dynamic comparator that consists of a 

regenerative latch before a Set-Reset (SR) NAND based latch [13]. The schematic is 

shown in Fig. 4.14. 
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Fig. 4.14: Quantizer Circuit 

When clk is high the voltage difference between the pos input and the neg input creates a 

current difference that sets the latch formed by the cross-coupled devices M3 and M4. 

When pos is greater than neg and clk is high the top input to the SR latch is low and the 

bottom input is high which sets out to high and outb to low. When the clk is low the 

current path for the cross-coupled latch is cut by M6 and the SR latch is put into the hold 

state by devices M5 and M7 pulling both SR latch inputs to high. The device sizes for the 

comparator are shown in Table 4.5. The NAND gates are identical and the inverters are 

identical. 

Table 4.5: Device Sizes for Quantizer 

Device (Width/Length) Microns 
M5, M7 6.75/.3 
M3,M4 13.5/.3 
M1,M2 13.5/.3 

M6 18/.3 
NAND Gates PMOS-2.25/.3, NMOS-.9/.3 

Inverters PMOS-2.25/.3, NMOS-.9/.3 
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The quantizer has a worst case propagation delay of 5ns with a 1pF load on out and outb. 

Since the proposed architecture is clocked at no more than 4 MHz the propagation delay 

is acceptable for the system. The layout is shown in Fig. 4.15. 

 

Fig. 4.15: Quantizer Circuit Layout 

The cell size is 36 microns by 36 microns. 
 

4.6 Clock Generation 

 Since the SDM is switched capacitor based it requires clocking for the 

transmission gates. Switched capacitor circuits transfer charge at discrete times. It was 

shown earlier with the integrator that the circuit works during two phases, Ф1 and Ф2, 

which are clock signals. It is important that these two phases do not overlap so that 
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charge is not lost during the transfer. Fig. 4.16 shows an example of two non-overlapping 

clocks. 

 

Fig. 4.16: Non-overlapping Clocks 

A common circuit used to produce these non-overlapping clocks is shown in Fig. 4.17 

[6].   

 
Fig. 4.17: Non-overlapping Clock Circuit 

 
The clock generator circuit uses an SR latch that has delays in the feedback path that 

create the spacing for the non-overlap. For Fig. 4.17 the delays are created through 

NAND1, I1, I2, I5 and NAND2, I3, I4, I7. The separation of the clock phases can be 
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increased by increasing the delay paths. The inverter buffers that drive the outputs were 

sized from simulations. The sizes of the elements are given in Table 4.6.  

Table 4.6: Device Sizing for Clock Generator 

Device Dimensions (W/L) microns 
NAND1,NAND2 PMOS-1.5/.300 NMOS-.980/.300 

I1,I3 PMOS-2/.300    NMOS-.580/.300 
I2,I4 PMOS-4/.300    NMOS-1.16/.300 
I5,I7 PMOS-12/.300  NMOS-3.48/.300 
I6,I8 PMOS-8/.300    NMOS-2.32/.300 

I9 PMOS-2/.300    NMOS-.580/.300 
 

The clock generator layout is shown in Fig. 4.18. The cell size is 20 by 45 microns. 

 

Fig. 4.18: Non-overlapping Clock Circuit Layout 

4.7 Error Amplifier 

 An amplifier is needed to close the loop from the output voltage to the input of the 

SDM. A two stage amplifier architecture was chosen to provide a gain of 80dB with a 

UGF of around 9 MHz with a 10pF load. Since a Type III compensation is not a 
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capacitive load for the whole loop bandwidth an output buffer is used after the amplifier. 

The schematic for the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.19. 

 

Fig. 4.19: Error Amplifier Schematic 

The drain currents for M10 and M4 were chosen as 50 µA and the drain current of M7 

was chosen as 100 µA. All devices have a length of 2 microns. To meet the gain 

requirement both stage sizes were calculated to provide a gain of 100 and the output 

buffer a gain of one. The first stage gain is calculated as: 

 1 1
1

1(
( )v m

drainM p n

A g
I

)
λ λ

=
+

 (4.17) 

 Using IdrainM1 equal to 25 uA, λp equal to .018, and λn equal to .028 the required 

transconductance for M1, and M2 is calculated to be 1.14e-4 A/V. An equation for 

NMOS transconductance is shown in equation (4.18). 

 2m n drain
Wg K I
L

=  (4.18) 
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Using the previously mentioned values the minimum W/L ratio for M1 is calculated to be 

9.24/2 microns.  The second stage gain is calculated the same way as the first stage, 

except the gm required is for an NMOS,  and the minimum ratio turns out to be around 

6.6/2 microns. 

 The UGF requirement was set to around 12 MHz and this was realized using Cc as 

a dominant pole. This is calculated from: 

 
4

1 1.14 10 8.24
2 2 3.14 2.2

m

c

gUGF MHz
C pFπ

−×
= = =

× ×
 (4.19) 

This UGF is too low so the sizes of M1 and M2 were increased from the original 

calculated values. This reiterates the fact that the transistor parameters are just for rough 

calculations to get started with simulations. The value for Cc was chosen arbitrarily as 

2.2pF to keep the capacitor size small since the metal-to-metal capacitors can get quite 

large at 1fF per square micron. 

 To keep the second stage from being loaded by the load an output buffer with a 

gain of one was used as the output stage. A source follower was chosen because of its 

simplicity. Devices M7 and M8 in Fig. 4.19 make up the output buffer. One issue with 

the source follower is that the devices are NMOS and if the upper NMOS, M7, has its 

bulk tied to ground the gain can degrade due to body effect. The TSMC .25 micron 

process kit has a deep nwell that along with an nwell ring forms an isolated pwell. M7 

was put into an isolated pwell with its bulk tied to its source. 

 The transistor device sizes for the error amplifier are listed in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7: Error Amplifier Device Sizes 

Device Dimensions (W/L) microns 
M0, M1, M4, M6, M10 30/2 

M2, M3 15/2 
M7,M8 60/2 

M9 6/2 
 

The device sizes for the compensation components are given in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Compensation Component Device Sizes 

Device Value 

Rc 1942 Ohms 

Cc 2.2 pF 
 

The resistor Rc was sized to remove the right-half-plane zero which is located at [6] 

 1
(1/ 6 )rhzero

c c

f
C gm R

−
=

−
 (4.20) 

The right-half-plane zero can be moved to infinity with Rcomp equal to 1/gm6. 

Fig. 4.20 shows an AC response plot of the error amplifier with a 10 pF load. 
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Fig. 4.20: Error Amplifier Frequency Response 

It can be seen in the figure that the dc gain is 89dB, UGF is 12.2 MHz, and the phase 

margin is around 93 degrees. 

 The type III compensation that is used can be a significant load to the output of 

the amplifier. The capacitive loading could be more than 10 nF and this can cause 

significant reduction in the phase margin. The output resistance of the amplifier output 

buffer is around 112k Ohms and with 10nF a pole will appear at a low frequency and 

cause instability. This can be shown by Fig. 4.21 which is an ac response plot with the 

error amplifier loaded with 10nF. 
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Fig. 4.21: Error Amplifier Frequency Response with Large Capacitive Load 

The large capacitor on the output clearly affects the output since the UGF is now 450 kHz 

and the phase margin is around two degrees.  One way to alleviate this problem is to have 

a lower output resistance output buffer, but low output resistance buffers can be very 

complicated and the intention was to keep the implementation as simple as possible. One 

way to counteract the effect of the pole caused by the load is to put a zero in the response. 

A simple way to help solve the problem is to insert a resistor in series with the output 

capacitive load. This creates a zero that counters the load pole. For the proposed 

implementation this resistor is placed off chip in series with the Type III compensation. 

Fig. 4.22 shows the AC response of the error amplifier loaded with a 20k Ohm resistor in 

series with a 10 nF capacitor. 
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Fig. 4.22: Error Amplifier Frequency Response with Added Zero 

The ac response plot shows that the zero created by the 10nF capacitor and the 20k Ohm 

resistor almost totally cancels the load pole. There is a small UGF decrease but this is 

minor for the system. 

The calculated slew rate of the amplifier is found as 

 10 50 22
2.2

M

c

I uA VSR
C pF sμ

= = =  (4.21) 

The simulated slew rate of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.23. 
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Fig. 4.23: Error Amplifier Slew Rate 

The simulated slew rate is less because of the parasitic elements included in the 

simulations. 

 The error amplifier layout is shown in Fig. 4.24. 

 

Fig. 4.24: Error Amplifier Layout 

The cell size of the error amplifier is 120 microns by 85 microns. 
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4.8 Comparator 

 A voltage comparator is needed for the feedback DAC of the SDM. The output of 

the sigma-delta is compared with the common-mode voltage and switches Vline into the 

SDM loop. The requirement for this block was relatively low delay and a simple design. 

The circuit chosen was a simple two stage operational amplifier without frequency 

compensation. The circuit schematic is shown below in Fig. 4.25. 

 

Fig. 4.25: Comparator 

The device sizes are shown in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9: Device Sizes for Comparator 

Device Dimensions Width/Length Microns 

M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 12/1.2 

M6 24/1.2 

M7 24/1.2 

M8 48/1.2 
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With Ibias set to 20 µA the max propagation delay is around 12ns with a 200fF load. The 

comparator does not have buffering on the output so buffering is added at a different 

level in the hierarchy. The layout of the cell has a size of 36 microns by 36 microns and is 

shown in Fig. 4.26. 

 

Fig. 4.26: Comparator Layout 

4.9 Current Generator 

 The following blocks need bias currents: folded cascode amplifier, comparator, 

error amplifier and the common mode control block.  A bandgap circuit would provide 

the best option to generate currents but it was decided to implement a much simpler 

supply independent biasing circuit. These circuits match transistor transconductances 
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with that of a resistor conductance, which usually varies less across process and 

temperature compared to the transistors. The schematic for the current generator is shown 

in Fig. 4.27 [6]. 

 

Fig. 4.27: Current Generator 

The sizes of the devices are shown in Table 4.10. The resistor R1 is a high resistance n-

plus polysilicon. 

Table 4.10: Device Sizes for Current Generator 

Device Dimensions (Width/Length) microns 
M1 32/2 

M2, M3, M4 8/2 
M5,M7 .58/3 

M6 2/1 
M8 .58/2 

M9, M10 8/2 
M11,M12,M13,M14 40/2 

R1 2.5/13.62 x 39 = 39.6k Ohms 
  

A basic analysis shows how the circuit makes the device transconductances independent 

of voltage supply [6]. If Vod is defined as the overdrive voltage, Vgs is the gate to source 

voltage and Vt is the threshold voltage then Vod is expressed in the following equation as: 
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 gs odV V Vt= −  (4.22) 

From Fig. 4.27 it is shown that the following relation holds: 

 2 1 1 1gs gs dV V I R= +  (4.23) 

Plugging equation (4.22) into (4.23) and subtracting the Vt from both sides gives 

 2 1 1 1od od dV V I R= +  (4.24) 

The overdrive voltage is known to be 

 2
( )

drain
od

IV
K W L

=  (4.25) 

Using (4.25) and noticing that Id1 equals Id2, (4.24) becomes 

 2 2
1

2 1

2 2 1
( ) ( )

d d
d

N N

I I I R
K W L K W L

= +  (4.26) 

If equation (4.26) is rearranged and with the fact that the transconductance of an MOS 

device is given as 

 2 ( )mg K W L= dI  (4.27) 

The following expression is found for the value of gm2 (transconductance of M2) 

 

2

1
2

( )2 1
( )
1m

W L
W L

g
R

⎡ ⎤
−⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦=  (4.28) 

If the ratio of device M1 is four times larger than M2 then the top part of (4.28) goes to 

one and leaves the following 

 2
1
1mg

R
=  (4.29) 
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Equation (4.29) shows that the transconductance of device M2 is set by the resistor R1 

and not by the transistor itself. The other transistors transconductances are also set by R1 

since they have the same current going through them. 

 The circuit has limitations because of second order effects in the transistor 

behavior. Device M1 is placed in an isolated well so it does not suffer from body effect, 

which can cause errors in the currents. Realistically the circuit is only able to give bias 

currents that vary around +/-30% across process, voltage, and temperature. This 

variability is large but is acceptable for the system. 

 Since the two halves of the circuit consisting of M1, M2, M3, and M4 bias each 

other there is a degenerate case where both halves have a current of zero. This case needs 

to be avoided when the circuit starts and devices M5, M6, M7, and M8 function as a 

startup circuit [12]. When Vdd is ramping up at turn on the drain of M2 is at zero 

potential. When Vdd reaches about one volt M6 turns on and injects current into the drain 

of M2. The injected current starts up the bias circuit and when the voltage at the drain of 

M2 reaches about one threshold voltage, about .48 Volts, device M6 turns off. Fig. 4.28 

shows a simulation where the power supply, Vdd, is ramped from 0 to 2.25 Volts in 1 ms. 

From the figure it can be seen that M6 turns on for a short time for M2 to bias up and 

then turns off. The drain current reaches its nominal value of 2 µA at the end of the ramp. 
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Fig. 4.28: Current Generator Startup 

The layout is shown in Fig. 4.29. The cell size is 100 microns by 80 microns. 

 

Fig. 4.29: Current Generator Layout 
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4.10 Single-to-Differential Conversion 

 The proposed architecture uses a differential architecture for the SDM and since 

the DC-DC converter input and output are single-ended signals a circuit is required for 

conversion. These conversions are needed to sample the Vline voltage into the loop and to 

convert the output of the error amplifier, which is single-ended, to a differential voltage. 

This conversion can be done with two single-end output operational amplifiers or one 

differential output amplifier, but of course, this adds extra complexity to the design. The 

proposed architecture uses a switched capacitor structure to sample the single-ended 

voltage on the first clock phase and then convert to differential voltage on the second 

clock phase. Ideally, a differential sample and hold would be the best option but to reduce 

complexity the switched capacitor implementation a simpler solution. Also, since the 

error amplifier conversion circuit is in the main feedback loop errors will be reduced by 

the closed loop gain. This is not the case for the Vline conversion, for which any errors 

from the conversion will reduce the cancellation of the input ripple. 

The equations to convert a single-ended voltage to a differential voltage are given 

as 

 
2

pos in

neg vcm in

V V

V V V

=

= −
 (4.30) 

Where Vpos and Vneg are the differential outputs, Vin is the single-ended input and Vcm is 

the common mode voltage for the circuit. A circuit that accomplishes this is shown in 

Fig. 4.30. 
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Fig. 4.30: Single-to-Differential Circuit 

The operation is as follows: During phase p2 C1 is charged to the voltage Vin-2Vcm and 

capacitor C2 is charged to the voltage Vin, during the phase p1 the polarity on capacitor 

C1 is flipped and the voltage at Vneg equals –(Vin-2Vcm) and the voltage at Vpos equals Vin. 

The last pair of switches that connect to Vpos and Vneg are incorporated in the integrators 

in the SDM. The sizes for the devices are shown in Table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: Single-to-differential Circuit Device Sizes 

Device Dimensions (Width/Length)  Microns 

TG PMOS – 4/.3   NMOS – 1.16/.3 

C1, C2 50/50 = 250 fF 
 

 The feedback DAC of the SDM uses a similar structure to sample the Vline supply into 

the loop. This structure is shown in Fig. 4.31. 
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Fig. 4.31: SDM Feedback Single-to-Differential 

The sampling of Vline is controlled by the output of the SDM called sd_out which is fed 

back to the comparator. The output sd_out is compared to Vcm and if it is higher fn is a 

logic high and fp is a logic low which gives Vrefpos equal to Vrefpac and Vrefneg equal 

to Vrefnac. In other words, when the SDM output is high we want to subtract Vline from 

the input of the SDM. When the SDM output is low fn is low and fp is high which gives 

vrefpos equal to Vss and Vrefneg equal to Vdd. In this case zero is being subtracted from 

the SDM input. The device sizes are shown in Table 4.12. 

Table 4.12: Device Sizes for Vline Single-to-differential Circuit 

Device Dimensions (Width/Length)  Microns 

TG2 PMOS – 16/.3   NMOS – 4.64/.3 

C1, C2 30/30x5 =  4.5 pF 
 

 An issue with the Vline sampling is that the charge time for the capacitors is 

dependent on the switching of the SDM output, which may not switch for multiple clock 
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cycles. This can cause error in the feedback voltage and reduce the cancellation effects. 

Sample and hold circuits would be beneficial but the amplifier would need to have a 

negative supply which would add complexity to the design. 

4.11 Common Mode Voltage Generator 

 A common mode voltage generator is needed to provide half of the supply voltage 

to the other circuit blocks. The circuit used is a simple voltage divider using two PMOS 

devices. This is shown in Fig. 4.32. Device M1 has its bulk tied to its source to eliminate 

body effect. 

 

Fig. 4.32: Common Mode Generator Circuit 

Devices M2 and M3 serve as a low pass filter to attenuate high frequency noise on the 

supply. The cutoff frequency of the filter is around 200 kHz. The device sizes are shown 

in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13: Common Mode Generator Device Sizes 

Device Dimensions (Width/Length) Microns 
M0, M1 1.78/2 

M2 1.18/2 ≈ 119k Ohms 
M3 10/10 X 16 ≈ 10.3 pF 
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4.12 SDM Top Level 

 The SDM is shown in Fig. 4.33. The clock generator, amplifier bias, and common 

mode control blocks are not shown.  

 

Fig. 4.33: SDM Top Level 

The above figure shows the integration of the previously described blocks that make up 

the SDM. All device sizes have been given previously except for the integrators capacitor 

values.  These values are shown in Table 4.14. 

Table 4.14: SDM Capacitor Values 

Device Dimensions (Width/Length)  Microns 

C5, C6, C11, C12 10/10 = 200 fF 

C7, C8, C9, C10 20/20 = 400fF 
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The SDM layout is shown in Fig. 4.34. 

 

Fig. 4.34: SDM Layout 

4.13 Converter Top Level 

 The converter top level incorporates the SDM, current generator, common mode 

generator, and the error amplifier. A block diagram of the converter top level is shown in 

Fig. 4.35. The figure lists the signals that will be brought to the pad ring. 
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Fig. 4.35: Converter Top Level Schematic 

The layout of the converter top level is shown in Fig. 4.36. The blocks that are added at 

the top level are labeled. The cell size is 650 microns by 250 microns. 

 

Fig. 4.36: Converter Top Level Layout 
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CHAPTER 5  

 SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

 This chapter shows simulations for the proposed architecture. The proposed 

architecture includes an SDM and an error amplifier, but in order to be a complete DC-

DC converter a half-bridge and an output filter are needed. It would have been possible to 

design the half bridge circuit on chip but the devices would be extremely large and power 

dissipation would be a problem. Due to these issues, it was decided to use an external 

half-bridge setup. This gives flexibility in choices for gate drivers and half bridge 

configurations. The same output stage is used for the proposed architecture and the PWM 

architecture to make the comparison of the simulations more valid. The block diagram for 

the output stage is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

 

Fig. 5.1: Output Stage for Simulation 
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The output stage uses two NMOS devices for the half bridge which means the gate 

voltage of the top device needs to be raised by at least one threshold voltage above the 

output voltage so the top device can be turned on. This is accomplished by using a 

bootstrap circuit formed with Cboot and the Schottky diode D1. The boosted voltage 

powers the gate drive circuit, which is implemented as a macro model since no actual 

spice models were available for external gate drive chips. The values and part numbers of 

the devices from Fig. 5.1 are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Top Level Simulation Device Description and Values 

Device Value and Description 

M0, M1 SUD50N0206, NMOS from Vishay 
Semiconductor 

D1 1N5822 
Cboot 100 nF 
C1 500 uF, ESR = 10 mΩ 
L1 2.2uF, DCR = 10 mΩ 

 

The output inductor, L1, was chosen for 40% output current ripple and the output 

capacitor, C1, was chosen assuming a typical application that needs a low ESR and a 

large amount of bulk capacitance to take care of fast transients. 

 The gate drive macro circuit is shown in Fig. A.12. The gate drive circuit uses 

voltage controlled current sources and resistors to implement voltage buffers. The diodes 

in the circuit are ideal diodes used to clamp the voltages near the supply rails. The input 

circuit is clamped to the proposed architecture supply of 2.5V and the output clamping 

depends on the voltage of the bootstrap circuit (vddh in the circuit). This method of 

modeling allows the circuit to be changed to match real gate drive component data sheets. 
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 The first simulation setup, which is the PWM test setup, uses the circuit shown in 

Fig. 5.2. 

 

Fig. 5.2: PWM Converter 

This circuit has the loop compensation with a type III system. The first simulation is with 

Vline at an offset of 2.5V, amplitude of 100mV at a frequency of 2 kHz. The voltage feed 

forward is turned off for this case. Fig. 5.3 shows the output voltage for this case. 
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Fig. 5.3: Type III Compensated PWM Converter Output with No Feed Forward 

  
 
Fig. 5.3 shows that the output ripple is around 8 mV, which is reduced from 100 mV due 

to the switching of the half-bridge and the reduction by the type III compensation, but 

still appears as ripple at the output. Fig. 5.4 shows the effect of the voltage feed forward 

on the voltage output. 
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Fig. 5.4: PWM Converter Output with Voltage Feed Forward 

It is interesting to look at the PSD plot of the PWM converter half-bridge output. This is 

shown for the no feed forward case in Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5: PSD Plot of PWM Half-bridge Output without Feed Forward 

 The next plot shown in Fig. 5.6 gives the PSD plot of the output when the feed forward 

is turned on. It can be seen that the component at 2 kHz is only slightly reduced.  
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Fig. 5.6: PSD Plot of PWM Half-bridge Output with Feed Forward 
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The two plots showing the PSD of the PWM output highlight the fact that the input ripple 

causes harmonics. The first way is that the 2 kHz component gets into the PWM 

modulator by way of the voltage feedback and the second way is that the 2 kHz 

component gets in through the ramp generator   

The second simulation setup is for the SDM based converter, which uses the same 

output stage as the PWM simulation setup. The Type III compensation components have 

the same value to give a similar bandwidth. This is shown in Fig. 5.7. 

 

Fig. 5.7: SDM Top Llevel Simulation Schematic, Type III 

The first simulation is without the feed forward and an input ripple of 2 kHz at an 

amplitude of 100 mV. This is shown in Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.8: SDM Output with No Feed Forward 

 
The plot in Fig. 5.8 shows a peak-to-peak value of around 20 mV which is more than the 

PWM case, but this is due to the delay through the SDM and error in the Vline sampling. 

Fig. 5.9 shows the output with the Vline sampling enabled. 

 

Fig. 5.9: SDM Output with Vline Sampling 
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Fig. 5.10 shows the PSD plot of the simulation with no Vline sampling. 
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Fig. 5.10: PSD of Half-bridge Output with No Vline Sampling 

 
 
Fig. 5.11 shows the PSD plot of the half-bridge output with Vline sampling enabled 
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Fig. 5.11: PSD of Half-bridge Output with Vline Sampling 

It can be seen from comparison that the 2 kHz frequency component in Fig. 5.11 has been 

reduced from the level that is seen in Fig. 5.11. The next simulation result shown in Fig. 

5.12 shows the PSD plot of the output with the full extracted netlist for the converter. 
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Fig. 5.12: PSD Simulation Plot of Half-bridge Output Using Full Extracted Netlist 

 
 
The simulation plot shown in Fig. 5.13 is a load transient of 4A on the output of the SDM 

based converter. 

 

Fig. 5.13: Load Transient Simulation Plot 
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The load transient simulation shows that the control loop is stable and the response time 

is around 19 µS which gives a bandwidth of around 52 kHz. 

 The line response was simulated with a continuous load of 5 Amps and a 2 ns line 

change from 1.9 V to 2.5 V. Fig. 5.14 shows the output voltage and the Vline change when 

the voltage feedforward is turned off in the proposed architecture. The output voltage 

change is near 25 mV. 

 

Fig. 5.14: Vline Response with no Voltage Feed Forward 

Fig. 5.15 shows the results of the line response simulation with the voltage feed forward 

turned on in the proposed architecture. It can be seen that the output voltage change is 

considerably reduced with the voltage feed forward enabled. 
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Fig. 5.15: Vline Response with Voltage Feed Forward; Proposed Architecture 

The simulations performed show that the SDM based converter does indeed 

perform voltage feed forward with less harmonics of the input ripple compared to the 

PWM voltage feed forward. It is also shown that the PWM switching harmonics have a 

higher magnitude than the SDM switching harmonics. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 This work has proposed a voltage mode controlled, buck regulator that uses a 

second order SDM. The proposed architecture shows improved performance when using 

voltage feed forward over the traditional method used in a PWM based converter. The 

proposed structure shows the switching harmonics have less power at the peaks compared 

to the switching harmonics in PWM, which agrees with previous work [14].  The single-

to-differential conversion circuit is critical to the performance of the voltage feed forward 

in the converter; one area of improvement could be the inclusion of sample and hold 

circuits. These circuits would reduce the error that is included in the SDM loop when 

sampling the Vline supply. One of the sample and hold circuits would require a negative 

supply rail, which would add complexity to the design. High frequency switching 

regulators is an application area that the SDM converter could be well suited. The current 

design could be converted to the continuous time domain and this could allow very high 

frequency to drive an on chip half-bridge with an on chip inductor. Switching losses are a 

concern so the inclusion of a pulse grouping method as shown in [15] would help lower 

the switching frequency at the power switches but leave the SDM loop at its ideal high 

frequency. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
  This appendix includes the actual schematics used in the design which were not 

put into the main text, but are included here for completeness. 
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